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Life to Art (and back to Life)
I saw the person walking backwards, moving with a rhythm well
practised, as they would when facing forward and walking
straight on. So far so good but within a split second the
image of the person walking became clear.
I was amazed at the sheer simplicity of the innovation.
The problem resolution was ingenious. Footwear was cleverly
adapted to be worn back to front, making the body of the man
face the opposite direction to his feet.
A passing glance at this man walking on the street,
comfortable in his skin, gave me little information as to
whether his condition was congenital or was the result of an
amputation (medically required or a deliberate act as in
“Slumdog Millionaire”). Whatever the case may have been, it
was certain that the pair of shoes he wore were of the same
size.

The Making of the Sculpture
Carving a life-sized figure not only requires technical
knowhow of how a form is to be sculpted and also the
wherewithal (studio space, tools etc.) but most importantly a
material that would lend itself to giving form and expression
to the image you have in mind. I found a ready solution in the
form of large blocks of polystyrene that were available in
Tokyo outlets, easy to carve, lightweight for a person of my
physical frame to move and manipulate as required.

When I made the sculpture and
explained to friends and viewers
that the concept of a man walking
with his feet facing backwards was
no allegory or a metaphor but
something I had actually witnessed,
few believed me – at least readily.
The sculpture shown below is a faithful depiction of my memory
of the person I passed by in the street in as far as the main
feature of “a man walking backwards” (seen from the point of
view of the feet) is concerned.
But there are other
metaphorical features to the form of the body, all of which
are hidden at the back. They are revealed only when the viewer
goes around the sculpture to inspect the feet. (Refer to note
below)

A Novel Solution – Sculpture carved from a polystyrene block,
Tokyo late 1980s
NOTE: The Secret Weapons Hidden Behind
The man carries a bundle on his back which is integral
to his body such that the bundle which could be a bag of
tricks is also a part of his physiognomy.
The arm that he conceals behind is a formation of his
extremity that can act as a tool that he could spring as
a surprise weapon at an opponent who may pose a threat.

Art and Life are interrelated, one
does not exist without the other
and
the
two
come
together
unexpectedly and at surprising
intervals.
An example of this is a
reference in digital media
same issue that relates
sculpture ….. (From Life to
back to Life)
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On one of my many subconsciously motivated searches on Google,
I one day came across the following photo article about Howie
Desjarlais. It was now my turn to be taken by surprise.
I had witnessed a scene, I made a sculpture of the principal
figure in the scene – the figure frozen in three dimensional
form….and then, as if to reiterate the whole experience of me
seeing and making of an image, I come across a document about
Howie Desjarlias that indirectly pays homage to the life of
the unnamed individual and to me an entirely anonymous person

who I pass by on the street and who becomes the subject of my
first life-size sculpture.
Provided below is the link to the article
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/regina-man-landsca
ping-double-amputation-

” …he landscapes yards around Regina to earn money for his
family, despite losing both of his legs from the knee down.
(Cory Coleman/CBC)”
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